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Abstract

The radiology report summarization is an im-001
portant technology in smart healthcare. Com-002
pared with medical image processing and dis-003
ease recognition which have been comprehen-004
sively studied, the research on radiology re-005
port summarization is much limited, which is006
mainly due to the lack of a high-quality bench-007
mark dataset. In this paper, we present a dataset008
called CRRsum for radiology report summa-009
rization, where it is constructed from over 10K010
real radiology reports that contains diagnostic011
findings and diagnostic opinions. An exten-012
sive evaluation is performed with the current013
state-of-the-art methods for radiology report014
summarization on our proposed dataset. Our015
experiments reveal the challenges of radiology016
report summarization and provide many oppor-017
tunities for research going forward. We also018
show that the CRRsum can be used in medical019
classification to facilitate the research in this020
task.021

1 Introduction022

The application of smart healthcare technology,023

such as medical Q&A (He et al., 2020; Wang et al.,024

2020), disease recognition (Ji et al., 2021), medi-025

cal image processing (Yang et al., 2021), etc., can026

effectively alleviate the medical resource shortage.027

As a crucial component of smart healthcare, the028

radiology report summarization has important im-029

plications: it can automatically summarize critical030

findings in the radiology report using summary031

generation technology to provide an accurate and032

concise description of the patient’s disease. An033

important clinical value can be derived from this034

task since it has the potential to speed up radiol-035

ogy workflow, decrease repetitive human labor, and036

positively alleviate healthcare resource shortages037

(Zhang et al., 2019).038

A standardized radiology report is made up of a039

Finding section and an Opinion section, as shown040

in Table 1. A typical workflow requires that the041

Diagnostic findings: 左足CT平扫+三维重
建左足第3、4跖骨远端骨皮质断裂、皱
褶;余诸骨未见明显骨折。诸小关节在
位。 (The left foot CT plain scan + three-
dimensional reconstruction of the left foot 3rd
and 4th metatarsal distal bone cortical frac-
tures, folds; no obvious fractures in the remain-
ing bones. The small joints are in place.)
Diagnostic opinions: 左足第3、4跖骨远端
骨折。(The third and fourth metatarsals of the
left foot were fractured.)

Table 1: An example of radiology report summarization,
which is the standard form of radiology report in China.

radiologist first dictate the radiology examinations’ 042

detailed findings into the Finding section and then 043

summarizes the salient findings into the more con- 044

cise Opinion section (Kahn Jr et al., 2009). This 045

is similar to the traditional summary generation 046

model, where it compresses the finding into the 047

opinion that is a concise description covering its 048

key facts (Zhang et al., 2020a; Liu et al., 2019b). 049

However, compared with the traditional summary 050

generation, which has been comprehensively stud- 051

ied, the research on radiology report summariza- 052

tion is limited, mainly because of the absence of a 053

reliable benchmark dataset. 054

A high-quality dataset can significantly facilitate 055

the research in an area, such as ImageNet for im- 056

age classification (Deng et al., 2009) and Microsoft 057

COCO Captions for image captioning (Chen et al., 058

2015). There are several public datasets for tradi- 059

tional summary generation tasks, such as LCSTS 060

(Hu et al., 2015) and Gigaword (Nallapati et al., 061

2016) datasets. Based on these datasets, many well- 062

known summary generation methods have been 063

developed. However, existing studies on radiology 064

report summarization are much fewer, and many of 065

them are conducted on proprietary datasets. Thus, 066

a public high-quality radiology report summariza- 067
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tion dataset is of great value for the research in this068

area.069

To this end, our paper proposes a novel070

dataset for radiology report summarization (called071

CRRsum), which is collected from real radiology072

reports. It contains more than 10K reports, and073

each report includes diagnostic findings and di-074

agnostic opinions. We implement many state-of-075

the-art summary generation methods originally de-076

veloped on different publicly datasets, and com-077

pare their performances on the CRRsum dataset078

to provide a benchmark for radiology report sum-079

marization research. The experimental results of080

different state-of-the-art summary generation mod-081

els show that a deep understanding of diagnostic082

reports through NLP techniques is important for083

radiology report summarization. Both effective di-084

agnostic findings representation approaches and085

pre-trained language models can contribute to the086

performance improvement of the radiology report087

summarization. We hope CRRsum can serve as a088

benchmark dataset for radiology report summariza-089

tion and facilitate the research in this area.090

In summary, our contributions are listed as fol-091

lows:092

• We release a radiology report summarization093

dataset, which includes more than 10K real094

radiology reports, and covers 15 categories of095

body part diseases. CRRsum is the only Chi-096

nese radiology report summarization dataset097

currently open access.098

• We report results for several summary gener-099

ation approaches on the CRRsum, and com-100

pare their performance using automatic met-101

rics. Through experiments, we find that the102

NEZHA models can significantly improve per-103

formance on radiology report summary gener-104

ation task.105

• In addition to the radiology report summary106

generation task, the CRRsum dataset can also107

be used for the disease classification task, and108

we report the results.109

• We demonstrate the feasibility and prospect110

of the NLP technologies in the domain of ra-111

diology and smart healthcare.112

2 Related Work113

Most prior studies attempt to classify and extract114

diseases information from the diagnostic findings115

to “summarize" radiology reports (Hripcsak et al., 116

2002). In recent studies, Hassanpour and Langlotz 117

(2016) investigated which named entities can be 118

extracted from multi-institutional radiology reports 119

using traditional feature-based classification meth- 120

ods. Goff and Loehfelm (2018) developed an NLP 121

model to identify the description of the disease en- 122

tities in the Opinion section of radiology reports 123

to support the report summarization. Cornegruta 124

et al. (2016) used a BiLSTM neural network ar- 125

chitecture to address questions about the disease 126

negation detection and entity recognition on radiol- 127

ogy reports. Zhang et al. (2018) first attempted 128

the generation of diagnostic opinions based on 129

the summary generation technology and showed 130

that their model is highly correlated with the refer- 131

ence opinions. MacAvaney et al. (2019) proposed 132

a radiology report summary model based on the 133

ontology-aware network and demonstrated better 134

diagnostic opinions. Liu et al. (2019a) proposed an 135

RL-based model to generate textual descriptions of 136

diagnostic findings from medical images. Zhang 137

et al. (2018) showed that the radiology summaries 138

generated from NLP models contain many factual 139

errors, improving factual correctness in radiology 140

summaries by reinforcement learning. Zhang et al. 141

(2020a) explored using question-focused dual at- 142

tention to summarize medical answers. Cai et al. 143

(2021) proposed the ChestXRAYBERT model to 144

summarize chest report summaries automatically. 145

In addition, some radiology report datasets combin- 146

ing images are worthy of attention, such as MIMIC- 147

CRX (Johnson et al., 2019), ME-DIA (Abacha 148

et al., 2021), Padchest (Bustos et al., 2020), Rad- 149

SpRL (Datta and Roberts, 2020), and others (Wang 150

et al., 2018; Demner-Fushman et al., 2016). These 151

datasets contribute significantly to the study of the 152

radiology report summarization. 153

To our knowledge, most of the existing stud- 154

ies on radiology report summarization are based 155

on English datasets and are not publicly available. 156

Our work has made the first attempt at automatic 157

summarization of Chinese radiology reports and is 158

freely available. The lack of datasets has hampered 159

progress in developing radiology report summa- 160

rization research, and we hope that our CRRsum 161

dataset will facilitate this progress. 162

3 CRRsum Dataset 163

In this section, we first present the CRRsum dataset 164

that includes data creation and processing proce- 165
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dures. Then, we also report statistical analyses and166

a human evaluation.167

3.1 Dataset Creation168

In order to facilitate the research in radiology re-169

port summarization, we built the radiology report170

summarization dataset (CRRsum)1. It was created171

by real radiology reports and collected from the172

hospital radiology department2. All reports were173

collected in 2021, and the radiological examina-174

tion method of patients is Computed Tomography175

(CT), which included 15 body parts, such as the176

head and lumbar spine. Radiologists marked the177

body part of the CT examination in each data to178

the distinction between different report categories.179

This means that each piece of data in CRRsum will180

be constructed by a diagnostic finding, a diagnostic181

opinion, and a category.182

Diagnostic findings. As the input of the model,183

the following should be considered for coverage in184

the diagnostic findings: 1) the examination method185

used by the radiologist; 2) the body parts of the186

patient examined by the radiologist; 3) a descrip-187

tion of the findings of the examined disease; 4) a188

focused description of the abnormalities.189

Diagnostic opinions. As the model’s output,190

the diagnostic opinions need to cover the major191

facts in the diagnostic findings. According to stan-192

dards and specifications of radiology report writing193

(Zhihui Shen and Ruimin, 2019), the diagnostic194

opinions provide a judgment on the disease condi-195

tion. It generates a reasonable recommendation to196

patients, such as recommending further examina-197

tion and requesting a diagnosis in the context of198

the clinic.199

Category. The CRRsum dataset contains 15200

categories, covering the main body parts for radio-201

logical examinations.202

The diagnostic finding, diagnostic opinion, and203

category in each radiology report are written and204

annotated by radiologists, making them clinically205

useful.206

3.2 Data Processing207

We carefully construct the CRRsum dataset to max-208

imize its usability. The build process includes: 1)209

1The dataset that support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable re-
quest.

2We purchase through individuals and are committed to
protecting patient privacy.

hiding the personal information; 2) extracting the 210

radiology report content; 3) cleaning the data. 211

• The preprocessing of each radiology report 212

is necessary to protect the patient’s privacy. 213

Also, to prevent the influence of irrelevant 214

information, we removed personal informa- 215

tion and kept only the diagnostic findings and 216

the opinions, as shown in Table 1. In other 217

words, the radiology report we received con- 218

tained only diagnostic findings and opinions. 219

These two sections are limited to the patient’s 220

condition and do not involve patient privacy. 221

• Efficient text extraction is crucial to the con- 222

struction of the CRRsum dataset, as it affects 223

the quality of the diagnostic opinions gener- 224

ated by the model. Tencent’s OCR technology 225

was selected after comparison. 226

• Following the standards and specifications for 227

writing radiology reports (Niederkohr et al., 228

2013), we perform the review and verification 229

of data through medical professionals. The 230

purpose is to deal with meaningless characters 231

and correct errors. 232

It is worth noting that all medical datasets in- 233

evitably involve patient privacy issues, such as 234

Standford reports containing patient background 235

information. In contrast, in the CRRsum dataset, 236

all data include only diagnostic findings and diag- 237

nostic opinions and do not contain any patient’s 238

privacy. Therefore, the CRRsum dataset does not 239

have any risk of revealing patients’ privacy. More- 240

over, two medical professionals re-checked the data 241

to ensure that the processed data were available. 242

3.3 Dataset Statistics and Analysis 243

The detailed statistics of the CRRsum dataset are 244

summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 1. This dataset 245

contains 10,066 real radiology reports. There are 246

8,136 (80.83%) samples in the training set, 901 247

(8.95%) samples in the validation set, and 1,029 248

(10.22%) samples in the test set. In more detail, the 249

different categories of reports we divide in the ratio 250

of close to 8:1:1, which can empower the training 251

of the radiology report summarization models. 252

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show the length distributions 253

of diagnostic findings and opinions. We can see 254

that the average lengths of the diagnostic findings 255

and opinions are 100 and 35, respectively. Most of 256

the radiology reports are under 300 characters, and 257
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Traing set 8,135 Validation set 901
Test set 1,029 Category 15

Max find. len. 563 Min find. len. 22
Avg. find. len. 100.7 Find. S.D. 57.23
Max opin. len. 223 Min opin. len. 4
Avg. opin. len. 35.6 Opin. S.D. 25.48

New word 32.22% Split M. Random

Table 2: Detailed statistics of the CRRsum dataset.

(a) findings length (b) opinions length

Figure 1: Key statistics of the CRRsum dataset.

the diagnostic opinions are under 100 characters,258

which is in line with the radiology report writing259

standards (Zhihui Shen and Ruimin, 2019). It is260

necessary to note that in Table 2, we present the261

percentage of new words appearing in the diagnos-262

tic opinions as 32.2% (words that do not appear in263

the same finding are considered new), which sug-264

gests that the CRRsum dataset is more suitable for265

abstractive approaches (Lu et al., 2020).266

Figure 2: The distribution of the radiology report types
in CRRsum.

In Fig. 2, we show the distribution of the radi-267

ology report types in CRRsum. As shown in Fig.268

2, the number of Chest, Urology, and Abdomen269

reports is higher than other reports. In addition,270

we further show the distribution of each type of271

disease in the training set, validation set, and test272

set. As shown in Table 3, the training set, valida-273

tion set, and test set of the CRRSum dataset have274

similar distributions, which is beneficial to test the 275

performance of the radiology report summarization 276

model and promote the development of this task. 277

Class Total Train Val. Test
头 614 509 53 52

Head 6.10% 6.25% 5.88% 5.05%
脚部 500 397 45 58
Feet 4.97% 4.88% 4.99% 5.63%
泌尿 1026 841 90 95

Urology 10.19% 10.33% 9.98% 9.23%
髋关节 500 379 52 69

Hip. 4.97% 4.65% 5.77% 6.70%
眼部 500 423 35 42
Eye 4.97% 5.19% 3.88% 4.08%
肋骨 1000 774 104 122
Ribs 9.93% 9.51% 11.54% 11.85%
鼻腔 505 381 53 71
Nose 5.02% 4.68% 5.88% 6.90%
颈椎 499 396 51 52

Cervical. 4.96% 4.86% 5.66% 5.05%
肩关节 500 386 68 46

Shoulder. 4.97% 4.74% 7.54% 4.47%
胸腔 1191 1001 95 95
Chest 11.83% 12.30% 10.54% 9.23%
腕关节 500 410 45 45
Wrist. 4.97% 5.03% 4.99% 4.37%
腰椎 573 467 50 56

Lumbar. 5.69% 5.74% 5.54% 5.44%
腹部 1124 935 54 135

Abdomen 11.17% 11.49% 5.99% 13.12%
膝关节 534 432 51 51
Knee. 5.3% 5.31% 5.66% 4.95%
踝关节 500 405 55 40
Ankle. 4.97% 4.97% 6.10% 3.887%

Table 3: The number and percentage of different types
of radiology reports in training set, validation set, test
set.

In addition, to get a clearer picture of the compo- 278

sition of the CRRsum dataset, we show a heat map 279

of the length distribution of different categories of 280

radiology reports. In Fig. 3, we observe that in dif- 281

ferent categories of diagnostic findings, the length 282

is usually under 200 characters. Also, the Abdomi- 283

nal and Chest diagnostic findings are longer than 284

other diagnostic findings because the examination 285

of this body part contains more diseases, which 286

correspond to the actual situation. 287

3.4 Human Evaluation of Datasets 288

We randomly selected 30 radiology reports from 289

CRRsum and evaluated the disease description con- 290

sistency between the diagnostic findings and opin- 291
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Figure 3: Heat map of the length distributions of differ-
ent categories of diagnostic findings

ions by medical professionals. Each report was292

scored using the measure in Table 4.293

Consistency Criteria Score
perfect consistent 75% - 100% 4
major consistent 50% -75% 3
partial consistent 25% - 50% 2
poor consistent less than 25% 1

Table 4: Human evaluation criteria. When the descrip-
tion of the diagnostic opinion was perfectly consistent
with the diagnostic finding (75%-100%), this report
scored 4.

By evaluation, we obtained the average quality294

score of CRRsum is 3.51. There is a high con-295

sistency between the reference opinions and the296

diagnostic findings based on this score, highlight-297

ing that the diagnostic findings are covered despite298

only using the diagnostic opinions, which can em-299

power the CRRsum dataset to serve as a benchmark.300

(Lu et al., 2020).301

4 Experiments302

In this section, several state-of-the-art models have303

been evaluated using the CRRsum dataset to de-304

termine their performance. An in-depth analysis305

of the quality of the opinion is also provided, in-306

cluding both quantitative and qualitative analysis307

in addition to the statistical analysis.308

4.1 Model309

For extractive, we used four commonly models,310

LDA (Blei et al., 2003), Lead-3, Textrank (Mihal-311

cea and Tarau, 2004) and BERTSUM (Liu, 2019),312

as baselines. About the abstractive model, we test313

LSTM (Su, 2018) and Pointer-Generator (See et al.,314

2017), where the LSTM model used a bidirectional315

long-short term memory network as the encoder. 316

Furthermore, we apply several state-of-the-art pre- 317

trained models for radiology report summary gen- 318

eration, including BERT (Kenton and Toutanova, 319

2019), ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020), NEZHA (Jun- 320

qiu Wei, 2019), MT5 (Xue et al., 2021), BERT- 321

wwm (Cui et al., 2020), WoBERT (Su, 2020), 322

RoBERTa-wwm (Liu et al., 2019c), and MC-BERT 323

(Zhang et al., 2020b), where MC-BERT is a pre- 324

trained model based on medical data. We hope that 325

the experiments with pre-trained language mod- 326

els can provide a useful benchmark for diagnostic 327

report summarization. 328

4.2 Experimental Setting 329

In our experiments, we verified and compared all 330

the models presented in Section 4.1 on the CRRsum 331

dataset. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014), EMA- 332

Adam (Yu et al., 2018) and Adagrad (Duchi et al., 333

2011) are used as optimizers. In the decoding stage, 334

beam search is used. The maximum input and out- 335

put sequence lengths of the model are 512 and 64. 336

In the pre-trained language model, the early stop- 337

ping strategy is used, the maximum training epoch 338

of the model is 35, the learning rate is 10−5. We 339

validate the model at the end of each epoch to save 340

the best checkpoint. The diagnostic opinions qual- 341

ity evaluation metrics are used ROUGE (Lin and 342

Hovy, 2003) and BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).3 343

4.3 Result Analysis 344

We report the ROUGE and BLEU Scores for differ- 345

ent models on the CRRsum dataset in Table 5. We 346

note that, when we compare abstractive models to 347

extractive ones, all abstractive models are superior 348

to extractive models—LDA, Lead-3, Textrank, and 349

BERTSUM—by wide margins. Additionally, in 350

terms of ROUGE-L, each of the abstractive mod- 351

els outperformed the extractive oracle significantly. 352

This is consistent with the analysis in Section 3.3, 353

which further shows the suitability of CRRsum for 354

abstractive approaches. 355

Pre-trained language models such as MT5, 356

NEZHA, and WoBERT usually perform better than 357

Pointer-Generator model. This is because these 358

models are pretrained on a large collection of cor- 359

pora before being finetuned on CRRsum. Pretrain- 360

ing enables the model to better capture the linguis- 361

tic structure among words, which yields higher 362

ROUGE and BLEU Scores. In addition, we also 363

3The code used in this study will be open source.
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Model Optimizer ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L BLEU

Extractive

LDA None 28.99 19.32 27.70 11.51
Lead-3 None 34.82 22.92 32.53 14.76
Textrank None 37.34 25.76 35.26 17.42
BERTSUM Adam 42.01 29.65 38.52 17.34

Abstractive

Point-Gen. Adagrad 64.28 50.95 62.05 26.33
LSTM Adam 68.31 57.26 68.59 47.05
ALBERT-small Adam 68.40 58.32 69.09 47.28
ALBERT-Xlarge Adam 75.75 66.24 70.48 55.19
MC-BERT Adam 76.73 67.63 75.65 56.90
BERT Adam 76.78 67.61 75.57 56.82
BERT-wwm Adam 76.96 67.85 75.98 56.55
RoBERTa-wwm Adam 77.36 68.20 76.29 57.62
WoBERT Adam 77.87 68.86 76.60 58.07
MT5 Adam 77.88 67.87 74.75 56.58
NAZHA Adam 77.79 68.88 76.76 57.67
ALBERT-small EMA-Adam 69.73 59.46 69.93 48.31
ALBERT-Xlarge EMA-Adam 76.62 67.25 75.13 56.26
MC-BERT EMA-Adam 76.40 67.27 75.36 55.79
BERT EMA-Adam 76.72 67.53 75.35 56.44
BERT-wwm EMA-Adam 76.87 67.89 75.72 57.13
RoBERTa-wwm EMA-Adam 77.84 68.78 76.50 57.82
WoBERT EMA-Adam 77.93 68.82 76.70 57.55
MT5 EMA-Adam 76.72 66.93 74.38 55.42
NAZHA EMA-Adam 77.96 69.03 76.86 57.62

Table 5: ROUGE and BLEU results on CRRsum test set.

compare the models under different optimizers. It364

is not difficult to find that Adam with an exponen-365

tial moving average works better than Adam in366

most pre-trained models. To our surprise, the

Class R.-1 R.-2 R.-L BLEU
Head 73.09 65.07 73.36 53.45
Feet 78.63 71.87 79.67 63.26

Urology 70.62 59.16 71.33 46.30
Hip. 62.65 52.19 64.85 42.17
Eye 59.45 51.62 67.76 40.26
Ribs 53.39 43.07 55.97 31.96
Nose 70.78 61.43 73.13 49.98

Cervical. 73.60 62.52 73.77 51.07
Shoulder. 66.74 57.58 66.86 46.45

Chest 41.34 31.94 52.73 21.16
Wrist. 78.76 70.44 79.79 59.02

Lumbar. 73.24 64.41 74.97 52.71
Abdomen 66.26 54.19 65.89 39.90

Knee. 71.77 61.46 73.23 49.54
Ankle. 79.76 72.88 78.40 65.18

Table 6: ROUGE and BLEU results on single-category
radiology reports.

367
performance of LSTM is close to the ALBERT-368

small model. Although ALBERT has a significant369

advantage over other pre-trained language models370

in decoding rate, generating high-quality diagnos- 371

tic opinions is challenging when the model size 372

is small. Moreover, as the model size increases, 373

the performance improves. As shown in Table 5, 374

ALBERT-Xlarge outperforms LSTM. 375

We report the experimental results for single- 376

category radiology reports in Table 6. For the pre- 377

trained language model, we used BERT. We found 378

that although the numbers of samples for the Ab- 379

domen and Chest are larger than other reports, its 380

effect was not outstanding. The reason for this fact 381

is, as described in Section 3.3, that the Abdomen 382

and Chest reports contain multiple diseases and the 383

diagnostic findings are longer, which is a challenge 384

for the model to generate diagnostic opinions. In 385

contrast, the shorter diagnostic findings are easier 386

to generate high-quality opinions. As shown in Fig. 387

4, the ROUGE-1 score showed a decreasing trend 388

as the length of the diagnostic finding increased. 389

To get a step further analysis of the quality of di- 390

agnostic opinions, we show a radiology report sum- 391

marization example in Table 8. Since the extractive 392

model is copied from the diagnostic findings, the 393

generated diagnostic opinions fail to resemble the 394

writing standards despite capturing the correct con- 395

tent. In contrast, the abstractive models can adhere 396

to the radiology report writing standards, and their 397
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Figure 4: ROUGE-1 scores and diagnostic findings
length distribution of the test set. Subplot a) repre-
sents the ROUGE-1 of diagnostic findings of different
lengths; subplot b) represents the average length and
ROUGE-1 of diagnostic findings of different categories.

diagnostic opinions are also the correct content.398

5 Extensions of CRRsum dataset399

We focus on diagnostic opinions from the diagnos-400

tic findings, but our dataset could also be used for401

another task: disease classification. Disease clas-402

sification has the potential clinical value of accel-403

erating the patient access process. In the CRRsum404

dataset, we use diagnostic findings as input to the405

classification model, and the output of the model is406

the disease category.407

We apply several benchmark classification mod-408

els to the CRRsum dataset and briefly report the re-409

sults. The classification models include RNN (Liu410

et al., 2016), Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017),411

BERT (Kenton and Toutanova, 2019), RoBERTa412

(Liu et al., 2019c), NEZHA (Junqiu Wei, 2019),413

ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020) and MC-BERT (Zhang414

et al., 2020b).415

Model Validation set Test set
RNN 80.69% 82.51%

Transformer 87.35% 89.02%
ALBERT 92.45% 91.83%
RoBERTa 92.45% 91.64%

BERT 93.56% 92.22%
NEZHA 92.89% 92.80%

MC-BERT 93.23% 93.58%

Table 7: Disease classification results on CRRsum
dataset.

As shown in Table 7, all the pre-trained language416

models outperform the RNN, and the MC-BERT417

achieves the best results. The results also show418

that our CRRsum dataset can be used for disease419

classification tasks. As we expect, CRRsum could420

advance the development of smart medical-related421

tasks.422

Diagnostic findings:左肺上叶(薄层Im44)见
一直径约2mm小结节影，境界清晰;余两
肺纹理增多。气管、支气管通畅。纵隔
内未见明显肿大淋巴结。心影大小、形态
正常。两侧胸腔未见明显积液。 (A small
nodular shadow of about 2 mm in diameter
was seen in the upper lobe of the left lung
(thin layer Im44) with clear boundaries; the re-
maining two lungs had increased texture. The
trachea and bronchi were patented. No obvi-
ous enlarged lymph nodes were seen in the
mediastinum. The heart shadow was normal
in size and shape. There was no obvious fluid
accumulation in both chest cavities.)
Diagnostic opinions: 左肺上叶微小结节，
建议12个月复查。(Small nodule in the upper
lobe of the left lung, recommended for review
at 12 months.)
Textrank: 左肺上叶(薄层Im44)见一直径
约2mm小结节，影境界清晰。两侧胸腔未
见明显积液。(A small nodular shadow of
about 2 mm in diameter was seen in the upper
lobe of the left lung (thin layer Im44) with
clear boundaries. There was no obvious fluid
accumulation in both chest cavities.)
RoBERTa-wwm: 左肺上叶小结节，随诊
复查。(A small nodule in the upper lobe of
the left lung is recommended for follow-up
review.)
NEZHA: 左肺上叶小结节，建议6-9个月
复查。(Small nodules in the upper lobe of the
left lung, with a 6- to 9-month review recom-
mended.)

Table 8: Examples of radiology report summarization.

6 Conclusion 423

The lack of a dataset has impeded progress in radi- 424

ology report summarization research. This paper 425

introduced CRRsum, a dataset for radiology report 426

summarization. We extensively evaluated several 427

state-of-the-art models for diagnostic opinions gen- 428

eration on the CRRsum dataset. Experimental re- 429

sults show that our dataset can be an important 430

benchmark in developing and evaluating summary 431

generation approaches to radiology reports. We 432

also show that the CRRsum can be used as a dataset 433

for disease classification. More importantly, our 434

work demonstrates the feasibility and promise of 435

the language model to the domain of radiology and 436

smart healthcare fields. 437

7



A further study focusing on improving the accu-438

rate description of the disease in the summary of439

radiology reports is suggested.440
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